
VSA 44A (DRAFT)

Purpose: Use the form to record the demolition of a vehicle and the dispostion of a vehicle's mercury switch.

Instructions:  Attach this form to the vehicle title and write " Demolished" on the vehicle's title. Return the title and DMV copy
of the completed form to DMV's Dealer, Salvage and E-Liens Work Center, Room 322 using the   above
address. Retain the Demolisher copy in your files.

 VEHICLE INFORMATION
VEHICLE MAKE MODEL YEAR VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (VIN)

  DEMOLISHER INFORMATION
DEMOLISHER AUTHORIZED NAME DATE VEHICLE ACQUIRED (mm/dd/yyyy) DEMOLISHER NUMBER

DECLARATION
To the best of my knowledge the facts contained in the above section are accurate and the vehicle has been demolished.
SIGNATURE DATE (mm/dd/yyyy) TELEPHONE NUMBER

(              )

DMV USE ONLY
Entered in CSS?  Yes  No Record Found

DISTRIBUTION:   DMV

   DEMOLISHER AND MERCURY
SWITCH REMOVAL DECLARATION

The mercury switches have been removed from the vehicle.

The mercury switches could not be removed from the vehicle (An attempt to remove the switches would be impractical, unreasonable or unsafe).

The mercury switches have previously been removed from the vehicle or the vehicle is not manufactured with mercury switches.

Check one of the following:

Reminder: Forward to DEQ

TITLE
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